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We propose a variant of thermodynamic perturbation theory based on the Mayer f-function
which is applicable to strongly repulsive, and even singular interactions. The expansion of the
free energy is successfully tested against known ‘exact results’ for hard-sphere fluids, and then
applied to binary mixtures of particles with non-additive hard cores or shouldered potentials.
The resulting phase diagrams agree well with existing simulation data and theoretical
predictions.
1. Introduction
Thermodynamic Perturbation Theory of fluids goes back
to van der Waals [1], and was cast in modern Statistical
Mechanics language by Zwanzig [2]. It is based on the
idea that the molecular structure of dense fluids and
solids is essentially determined by the short-range
repulsive interactions between atoms or molecules
(excluded volume effect), and that smoothly varying
long-range attractions between molecules, essential for
cohesion, can be considered as a perturbation to the
reference system of particles interacting solely through
the steep repulsive forces. This perturbation approach
was applied with considerable success to simple liquids,
culminating in the theories of Barker and Henderson [3],
and of Andersen et al. [4]. The success of these theories
relies on the assumption that excluded volume effects
prevent strong local fluctuations, and that the contribu-
tion w(r) to the full inter-atomic potential, treated as a
perturbation, varies slowly in space and is comparable to
kBT or less. Zwanzig’s version of thermodynamic
perturbation theory is well adapted to that case, but is
expected to fail when the perturbation w(r) is strongly
repulsive and rapidly varying or singular.
In this paper we present a modified version of
thermodynamic perturbation theory which is capable
of dealing with strongly repulsive perturbations and non-
additivity of hard core interactions. It shifts the focus of
the perturbation expansion from the perturbation
potential w(r) to the corresponding Mayer f-function
f(r), which remains a finite function of r for any repulsive
interaction. The present approach builds on and extends
earlier work byKincaid et al. [5] (who considered only the
first-order term in the f-function expansion) and by
Pelissetto and Hansen [6]. The formal expressions for
the free energy obtained in sections 2 and 3 below are
reminiscent of those derived by Barker and co-workers
[7–9] via a cluster expansion route, and used by those
authors to express the free energy of a fluid mixture in
terms of that of a one-component reference fluid, in
the spirit of Longuet–Higgins’ conformal solution
theory [10].
The present theory is of relevance to a number of
physical situations. One example concerns a number of
metals, like Cs and Ce, which undergo electronic
‘collapse’ under pressure. This physical situation may
be modelled by a repulsive shouldered potential [11],
which leads to an isostructural solid–solid transition
[5, 12, 13] and to a melting curve maximum [14].
The second example is that of multi component
colloidal dispersions, where non-additive hard core
interactions are the rule rather than the exception [15].
An extreme case of non-additivity is provided by the
Asakura–Oosawa model of colloid–polymer mixtures
[16]. Examples of such systems will be considered as
applications of the f-function perturbation theory later
in this paper.
2. Mayer function perturbation theory
The basics of thermodynamic perturbation theory are
well documented [2, 3, 17], and are only briefly
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summarized here for a one-component system. Consider
a system of N particles whose total interaction energy is
split into two parts
V!ðrNÞ ¼ V0ðrNÞ þW!ðrNÞ, ð1Þ
where V0 corresponds to a reference system while the
perturbation is gradually switched on by varying the
coupling constant from !0 (such that W!0 ¼ 0) to !1
leading back to the full interaction term of the system of
interest. If ZN(!) denotes the classical configuration
integral for a given value ! of the coupling constant,
then the derivative of the excess (non-ideal) part of the
Helmholtz free energy is given by
"
@Fexð!Þ
@!
¼ 1
ZNð!Þ
Z
"
@W!
@!
expð%"V!ÞdrN¼ h"W0!i!,
ð2Þ
where " ¼ 1=kBT, the prime denotes a derivative with
respect to !, and h&i! denotes a statistical average over a
canonical ensemble with Boltzmann weight expð%"V!Þ.
A Taylor expansion of the right-hand side of
equation (2) in powers of !! ¼ !1 % !0, followed by
integration of both sides over ! 2 ½!0, !1( leads to the
standard result [2, 17]
"Fexð!1Þ ¼ "Fexð!0Þ þ
!
"W0!0
"
!0
þ 1
2!
!
"W00!0
"
!0
% 1
2!
#$
"W0!0 %
!
"W0!0
"
!0
%2&
!0
þ 1
3!
h "W000!0i!0
þ 3
3!
'
h"W0!0"W00!0i!0 % h "W0!0i!0h"W00!0i!0
(
þ 1
3!
#$
"W0!0 % h "W0!0i!0
%3&
!0
þ & & & , ð3Þ
where we set !0 ¼ 0 and !1 ¼ 1.
In the most common version of perturbation theory,
one chooses
W!ðrNÞ ¼ !WðrNÞ, ! 2 ½0, 1(: ð4Þ
With this linear choice, adopted by Zwanzig [2], all
derivatives of W! beyond the first vanish, so that the
second and higher order terms in the expansion
in equation (3) simplify [17].
We shall henceforth make the usual assumption that
W is pairwise additive, i.e.
WðrNÞ ¼
XN
i¼1
XN
j>i
wðri, rjÞ: ð5Þ
Zwanzig’s series may then be formally regarded as a
cumulant expansion in ‘powers’ of "w, which is not
expected to converge when j"wj) 1, and which is
meaningless if w is singular as is the case for hard-core
interactions. To cope with such situations, it is natural
to focus on the Mayer f-function associated with the
perturbation potential w:
f ðri, rjÞ ¼ exp½%"wðri, rjÞ( % 1 ð6Þ
as one does in the derivation of the virial expansion of
the equation of state or the free energy around a non-
interacting reference system [17]. A natural choice for
"W! is hence [6]
"W!ðrNÞ ¼ %
XN
i¼1
XN
j>i
lnð1þ !fðri, rjÞÞ, ! 2 ½0, 1(: ð7Þ
The derivatives with respect to ! taken at ! ¼ 0, are
easily calculated to be
"W0 ¼ %
XN
i¼1
XN
j>i
f ðri, rjÞ,
"W00 ¼
XN
i¼1
XN
j>i
f 2ðri, rjÞ,
"W000 ¼ %2!
XN
i¼1
XN
j>i
f 3ðri, rjÞ,
..
.
"WðnÞ ¼ ð%1Þnðn% 1Þ!
XN
i¼1
XN
j>i
f nðri, rjÞ: ð8Þ
These may now be substituted into equation (3) to yield
"Fex1 ¼ %2pN#
Z 1
0
gð2Þ0 ðrÞf ðrÞr2dr, ð9Þ
where we have assumed that the pair interaction is
spherically symmetric, i.e. depends only on r ¼ jri % rjj,
gð2Þ0 ðrÞ is the pair distribution function of the reference
system and # ¼ N=V is the number density. The second-
order term reads
"Fex2 ¼ pN#
Z 1
0
gð2Þ0 ðrÞ f ðrÞ2r2dr%
1
2
#$
"W0 % h"W0i0
%2&
0
,
ð10Þ
where the fluctuation term can be expanded in terms of
the pair, triplet and quadruplet distribution functions of
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the reference system [2, 3, 17]; it has exactly the same
structure as the second-order term in the Zwanzig
perturbation theory, with the perturbation potential "w
replaced by the Mayer f-function, equation (6). In the
applications we have not attempted to evaluate this
fluctuation term because the higher order distribution
functions are generally unknown, and must be approxi-
mated. Instead, we have used Barker and Henderson’s
‘local compressibility’ approximation [3], according
to which
"2
2
'!ðW0Þ2"
0
% hW0i20
(
¼ p#½@ð"P0Þ=@#(
@
@#
'
#
Z 1
0
fðrÞ2gðrÞr2dr
(
, ð11Þ
where P0 is the pressure of the reference system.
Higher order terms in the series (3) become increas-
ingly complicated except in the specific case considered
in [6], where the third-order term is tractable, as will be
shown in the next section.
In the limiting case where the reference system is an
ideal gas of non-interacting particles, i.e. V0ðrNÞ * 0
the first-order correction (9) (with gð2Þ0 ðrÞ ¼ 1 over the
interval of interest) reduces to the familiar second virial
coefficient correction to the ideal gas free energy. In the
same limit "Fex2 ¼ 0.
3. Generalization to binary mixtures
The Mayer function perturbation expansion derived in
the previous section for a one-component system is
easily extended to multi-component systems with the
concomitant complication linked to summations over
pairs of species. Since non-additive interactions in
binary AB mixtures, whereby essentially
$AB 6¼ $A þ $B
2
, ð12Þ
are particularly relevant for binary colloidal systems or
colloid–polymer mixtures, we restrict the subsequent
case to such mixtures, treating the deviation from
additivity as the perturbation wABðrÞ. In other words
WðrNÞ ¼WABðrNÞ ¼
XNA
i¼1
XNB
i>j
wABðri, rjÞ, ð13Þ
where NA and NB are the numbers of particles of both
species and N ¼ NA þNB is the total number of
particles. We will also use the molar fractions
xA ¼ NA=N and xB ¼ 1%NA. Making once more the
choice
"WAB, !ðrNÞ ¼ %
XNA
i¼1
XNB
j>i
lnð1þ !fABðri, rjÞÞ, ! 2 ½0, 1(:
ð14Þ
where fABðri, rjÞ ¼ exp½%"wABðri, rjÞ( % 1, it is easily
verified that the first- and second-order corrections to
the free energy are now
"Fex1 ¼ %4pNxAxB#
Z 1
0
gð0ÞABðrÞfABðrÞr2dr ð15Þ
and
"Fex2 ¼ 2pNxAxB#
Z 1
0
gð0ÞABðrÞf2ABðrÞr2dr
% 1
2
#$
"W0AB % h "W0ABi0
%2&
0
, ð16Þ
where gð0ÞABðrÞ is the pair distribution function between
A and B particles in the additive reference system (where
wABðrÞ * 0).
A special case of non-additive binary mixtures was
considered by Pelissetto and Hansen in the context of
colloid–polymer mixtures [6]. They used a reference
mixture where particles of opposite species do not
interact (‘two fluid’ system), i.e. vð0ÞABðrÞ * 0. In that case
the perturbation wABðrÞ includes the total coupling
between A and B particles. Because of this, the
expressions for Fex1 and F
ex
2 simplify considerably [6];
in particular Fex2 only requires knowledge of the
reference (‘two fluid’) pair distribution functions gð0ÞAAðrÞ
and gð0ÞBBðrÞ. In the Appendix we derive the formal
expression for the third-order term Fex3 , which in this
particular case only requires knowledge of the ‘two fluid’
pair and triplet distribution functions gð0Þ%%ðr1, r2Þ and
gð0Þ%%%ðr1, r2, r3Þ (% ¼ A or B). Although lengthy,
a numerical evaluation of Fex3 appears feasible in this
case, if the triplet distribution functions are replaced
by their Kirkwood superposition approximations [17]
for hard-sphere particles (e.g. colloids) or the convolu-
tion approximation [17, 18] for soft core particles
(e.g. polymers). Work along these lines is planned for
the future.
In the more general case where the two components of
the mixture are already coupled in the reference system
(vð0ÞABðrÞ 6¼ 0), the explicit expression for the second-order
term (16) involves two-, three- and four-body distribu-
tion functions and is intractable in practice. Moreover
the ‘local compressibility’ approximation [3] cannot
Pertubation theory for systems with strong short-ranged interactions 1805
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easily be generalized to the multi-component case. For
that reason we have restricted the free energy calcula-
tions for non-additive mixtures to first order in section 4.
4. Applications
The application of the Mayer function perturbation
theory will be restricted to the case where the reference
potentials vð0Þ%"ðrÞ are simply additive hard-sphere
interactions
vð0Þ%"ðrÞ ¼
1, r < $%" ¼ ð$A þ $BÞ=2,
0, r > $%",
)
ð17Þ
where $% is the diameter of particles of species %, while
the perturbation will be a repulsive step function
(or ‘shoulder’)
w%"ðrÞ ¼
"%", $%" < r < $%"ð1þ D%"Þ,
0, r > $%"ð1þ D%"Þ,
)
ð18Þ
where the "%" are positive energies. We will consider
both finite steps and the limit of infinite steps, which
amounts to an increase of the hard-core diameters from
$%" to $%"ð1þ D%"Þ.
A severe test of the Mayer function perturbation
theory is provided by the one-component hard-sphere
system characterized by the initial core diameter
$ (reference system) and the final diameter $ð1þ DÞ
(" !1). The corresponding Mayer function is simply
f ðrÞ ¼ %1, $ < r < $ð1þ DÞ,
0, r > $ð1þ DÞ:
)
ð19Þ
This amounts to increasing the initial (reference)
packing fraction from & ¼ p#$3=6 to &0 ¼ &ð1þ DÞ3.
The properties of hard-sphere systems are known to a
high degree of accuracy for any packing fraction both in
the fluid and in the solid phases. In the fluid the free
energy is calculated from the Carnahan–Starling equa-
tion of state [19], while the pair distribution function is
accurately represented by the Verlet–Weis semi-empiri-
cal modification of the analytic solution of the
Percus–Yevick equation [17, 20]. The free energy of
the FCC solid phase may be derived from Hall’s
equation of state up to close-packing [21, 22], while
the pair distribution functions were taken from MC data
and the fits in [23].
Figure 1 shows the excess free energy per particle as a
function of packing fraction &0, as calculated from
second-order perturbation theory for D ¼ 0:05 which
corresponds to a 16% increase in packing fraction
relative to the reference fluid! The agreement between
the perturbation theory predictions and the known
‘exact’ results for the free energy is surprisingly good in
the fluid phase, but deteriorates in the solid phase, so
that the predicted freezing transition is shifted towards
too large packing fractions. The second-order correction
is significantly smaller than the first-order correction
term. For the particular case where the Mayer function
is given by equation (19), the first (non-fluctuation)
contribution to Fex2 in equation (10) is positive and
exactly one half of the first-order correction Fex1 , while
the fluctuation contribution is by definition negative.
When evaluated within the ‘local compressibility’
approximation it significantly reduces the total second-
order correction. At even larger values of D, the
convergence is found to be slower, as expected.
Nevertheless, even for D ¼ 0:1, second-order perturba-
tion theory yields good results for the free energy of the
fluid (relative error less than 10% at &0 ¼ 0:5), but the
results for the solid deteriorate rapidly as &0 increases.
The conclusion to be drawn from this test-case is that
the Mayer function perturbation theory truncated after
second order yields reliable free energies even in the
extreme case of a singular perturbation. For moderate
values of the range D of the perturbation, satisfactory
results are obtained when the expansion is truncated
after first order; the corresponding free energy lies
systematically slightly below the ‘exact’ values. This is
exactly the opposite of the Zwanzig perturbation theory
where the free energy is bounded above by the first-order
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
h(1 + D)3
b 
F
e
x /N
D = 0.05
h
h (1 + ∆)3
1st order perturbation theory
2nd order perturbation theory
Figure 1. The excess free energy per particle of hard sphere
fluid and solid versus packing fraction &0 ¼ &ð1þ DÞ3 for
D ¼ 0:05. Results are shown for the solid and fluid branches.
The ‘exact’ free energies are shown by the full line with
triangles, the reference free energy by the dotted line with
squares. The first- and second-order perturbation results are
the dash-dotted line with circles and the dashed line with stars.
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series (Gibbs–Bogoliubov inequality). We have however
no proof that the first-order Mayer function expansion
provides an exact lower bound.
The second system we have investigated is that of
a binary mixture of spheres of diameters $A and $B (size
ratio ' ¼ $A=$B + 1) with a repulsive step energy "AB
and width DAB between unlike particles (see
equations (17) and (18)). We first consider the case of
a symmetric non-additive mixture, with $A ¼ $B ¼ $,
DAB ¼ D and "AB ¼ " !1. This system was examined
earlier [15] using the semi-empirical equation of state of
Barboy and Gelbart [24], and Monte Carlo data are
available for the case D ¼ 0:2 [25]. As expected, non-
additivity drives fluid–fluid phase separation above
a critical packing fraction.
The phase diagram predicted by first-order
perturbation theory is compared in figure 2 to Amar’s
MC data. The agreement is seen to be excellent. As D is
increased, the critical packing fraction is expected to
drop [15].
The perturbation theory predictions for the critical
reduced density as a function of D are compared
in figure 3 to the earlier predictions based on the
Barboy–Gelbart equation of state [15]. The two curves
are seen to be close for 0 < D < 1. For the large non-
additivity of D ¼ 1, the two curves are close to the scaled
particle result of Mazo and Bearman [26], while for
D ¼ 0:2, the prediction of the perturbation theory is in
better agreement with the MC results than the predic-
tion from the Barboy–Gelbart equation.
We next turn our attention to the case of a symmetric
binary mixture with a finite repulsive step (", D) between
unlike particles. This system is no longer athermal, but
the phase diagram now depends on reduced temperature
T, ¼ kBT=".
The results of first-order perturbation theory for
D ¼ 0:2 are summarized in the 3 frames of figure 4,
which shows cuts (xA, &), (&, T*) and (xA, T*) of the
coexistence surface. The trends are as expected;
in particular the critical packing fraction increases as
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0.35
0.4
0.45
0.5
0.55
0.6
0.65
0.7
xA
rs
3
Binodal, D = 0.2
1st order perturbation theory
Amar’s MC results
Figure 2. Binodal (density versus concentration) of a symmetric, binary, non-additive hard–sphere mixture as predicted from
first-order perturbation theory (circles and dashed curve) for ' ¼ 1 and D ¼ 0:2, compared to Amar’s MC results (triangles with
error bars).
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0
0.5
1
1.5
D
r C
s
3
1st order perturbation theory
Amars MC result
Mazo and Bearmans SPT result
Biben and Hansen
Figure 3. Critical reduced density #c$3 versus non-additivity parameter ! for the symmetric non-additive hard-sphere mixture.
The dash-dotted curve with circles represents the results of first-order perturbation theory. The dashed curve is based on the
Barboy–Gelbart equation of state [15], the triangle is Amar’s MC result [25], while the square is the scaled particle prediction of
Mazo and Bearman [26].
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T* increases. We are not aware of any previous study of
the system for comparison.
We have also carried out first-order perturbation
calculations for non-additive asymmetric binary mix-
tures characterized by ' ¼ $A=$B - 1 and D (" ¼1).
The free energy of the additive reference system was
derived from the binary hard-sphere mixture equation of
state of Mansoori et al. [27], while the required pair
distribution function gABðrÞ was taken from the solution
of the PY equation [28]. Examples of the reduced excess
free energies f versus the concentration xA of small
spheres at fixed packing fraction &, and of f versus & for
fixed xA are shown in figure 5, where they are compared
to the predictions of a recent theory for non-additive
hard spheres due to Santos et al. [29]. Agreement
between the two very different theories is reasonable.
Note that for the chosen parameters, ' ¼ 0:2 and
D ¼ 0:2, the binary mixture is expected to phase separate
into A-rich and A-poor mixtures [15, 30], as is easily
checked from the stability limit (spinodal line):
'
@(A
@#A
('
@(B
@#B
(
%
'
@(A
@#B
(2
¼ 0: ð20Þ
0 0.5 1
0.24
0.26
0.28
0.3
0.32
0.34
0.36
0.38
0.4
xA
h
xA, h phase diagram
T * = 0.68
T * = 1.3
T * = 1.9
0.2 0.3 0.4
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
h
T
*
T
*
h, T * phase diagram
xA = 0.25
xA = 0.5
xA = 0.74
0 0.5 1
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
xA
xA, T * phase diagram
h = 0.25
h = 0.3
h = 0.35
Figure 4. Three cuts through the phase diagram in temperature T–packing fraction &–composition xA ¼ NA=ðNA þNBÞ space for
model (18) with $A¼ $B. The non-additivity parameter of the system is D ¼ 0:2.
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
xA
f
x = 0.2, D = 0.2, h = 0.5
Additive reference energy, SLY
Santos et al.
1st order perturbation theory
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.50
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
h
f
x = 0.2, D = 0.2, xA = 0.8
Additive reference energy, SLY
Santos et al.
1st order perturbation theory
Figure 5. Reduced excess free energies per particle versus concentration xA at & ¼ 0:5 (left) and versus total packing fraction & at
xA ¼ 0:8 (right), for the asymmetric binary mixture with ' ¼ 0:2 and D ¼ 0:2:
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In fact, for such an asymmetric mixture (' ¼ 0:2),
a much smaller value of D is sufficient to drive phase
separation [15].
5. Conclusions
We have shown that a simple modification of standard
thermodynamic perturbation theory, which focuses on
the Mayer f-function, rather than the perturbation
potential w itself, is successful in dealing with short-
range, finite or infinite repulsive interactions. The
convergence of the perturbation series for the free
energy appears to be good, at least in the fluid phase
and truncation after the first-order correction yields
satisfactory results compared to known exact or
simulation data.
The most interesting application is to highly asym-
metric, non-additive binary mixtures (cf. equation (18),
with ' ¼ $A=$B - 1). A previous calculation [15], based
on the semi-empirical Barboy–Gelbart equation of state
[24], showed that the critical D required to drive phase
separation decreases with ', and appears to go to zero
(corresponding to additive hard spheres) around
' ¼ 0:2. This finding must be reconciled with the
known behaviour of the Asakura–Oosawa model [16],
which corresponds to the ' ! 0 limit (ideal polymers
being modelled as point particles), for a fixed, finite
value of D. In fact, the free volume calculation of
Lekkerkerker et al. [31] predicts a critical value D . 0:4
to drive phase separation in that limit. This implies that
somewhere in the interval 0 < '9 0:2, the critical D
must rise from zero towards its value for ' ¼ 0. We are
planning to extend the present perturbation theory to
support this conjecture of a non-monotonic variation of
D with size ratio '.
Appendix: Third-order correction to the free energy of a
binary mixture without A–B interaction in the reference
system
In the case of a two-component system with no cross-
interaction in the reference system (i.e. vð0ÞABðrÞ * 0), the
total perturbation potential is
"Wð!Þ ¼
XNA
i¼1
XNB
j¼1
wAB, !ðjri % rjjÞ: ðA1Þ
The first- and second-order corrections were calculated
by Pelissetto and Hansen in [6]. The third-order term in
the perturbation series (equation (3)) is
1
3!
'
h "W000iþ 3*h"W0"W00i
% h "W0ih "W00i+þ hð"W0 % h "W0iÞ3i(: ðA2Þ
The first term h "W000i is just
h "W000i ¼ NANBhw2ðjr1 % s1jÞi
¼ 4pNxAxB#
Z
w2ðrÞr2dr: ðA3Þ
The first part of the second term, h"W0"W00i, can be
worked out to be
h"W0"W00i ¼ 4pNxAxB#
Z
w0ðrÞw1ðrÞr2dr
þNA#2B
Z
ds1ds2w0ðs1Þw1ðs2Þgð0ÞBBðjs1 % s2jÞ
þNB#2A
Z
dr1dr2w0ðr1Þw1ðr2Þgð0ÞAAðjr1 % r2jÞ
þ #2A#2B
Z
dr1dr2
Z
ds1ds2w0ðjr1 % s1jÞw1ðjr2
% s2jÞgð0ÞAAðjr1 % r2jÞgð0ÞBBðjs1 % s2jÞ: ðA4Þ
The second part of the second term, h"W0ih"W00i, is
h"W0ih"W00i
¼ 16p2N2xAxB#2
Z Z
w0ðr1Þw1ðr2Þr21dr1r22dr2: ðA5Þ
What is left to calculate is
#$
"W0 % h"W0i%3&
¼ !ð"W0Þ3"% 3h"W0i!ð"W0Þ2"þ 2h"W0i3
¼ !ð"W0Þ3"% 3h"W0i'!ð"W0Þ2"% !"W0"2(% h "W0i3:
ðA6Þ
The only term that has not been worked out yet is the
first one,
!ð"W0Þ3" ¼XNA
i¼1
XNB
j¼1
XNA
k¼1
XNB
l¼1
XNA
m¼1
XNB
n¼1
!
wAB, 0ðjri
% sjjÞwAB, 0ðjrk % sljÞwAB, 0ðjrm % snjÞ
"
: ðA7Þ
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This tedious sum will be worked out in 9 steps. The first
step is to work out the term with i ¼ k ¼ m and
j ¼ l ¼ n. This term is simply
ðiÞ : NANB
!½wAB, 0ðjr1 % s1jÞ(3"
¼ 4pNxAxB#
Z
½wAB, 0ðrÞ(3r2dr: ðA8Þ
The second case is that with three equal indices for the
A-particles and exactly one pair of equal indices for the
B-particles. There are three such groups of terms, one
with j¼ l, one with j ¼ n and one with l ¼ n, hence the
factor 3 below.
ðiiÞ : 3NANBðNB % 1Þ
!½wAB, 0ðjr1 % s1jÞ(2wAB, 0ðjr1 % s2jÞ"
¼ 3NA#2B
Z
ds1ds2½wAB, 0ðs1Þ(2wAB, 0ðs2Þgð0ÞBBðjs1 % s2jÞ
¼ 3NA#2B
' Z
ds1½wAB, 0ðs1Þ(2
Z
ds2wAB, 0ðs2Þ
þ
Z
dk
ð2pÞ3 ½w^AB, 0ðkÞ(
3h^ð0ÞBBðkÞ
(
: ðA9Þ
The third case is the one with all A-particle indices
equal, but no B-particle indices equal: i ¼ k ¼ m,
j 6¼ l 6¼ n, j 6¼ n.
ðiiiÞ : NANBðNB % 1ÞðNB % 2Þ
!
wAB, 0ðjr1
% s1jÞwAB, 0ðjr1 % s2jÞwAB, 0ðjr1 % s3jÞ
"
¼ NA#3B
Z
ds1ds2ds3wAB, 0ðs1ÞwAB, 0ðs2ÞwAB, 0
ðs3Þgð0ÞBBBðs1, s2, s3Þ: ðA10Þ
Case ðivÞ is just case ðiiÞ with A and B interchanged:
ðivÞ : 3NAðNA % 1ÞNB
!½wAB, 0ðjr1 % s1jÞ(2wAB, 0ðjr2 % s1jÞ"
¼ 3#2ANB
Z
dr1dr2½wAB, 0ðr1Þ(2wAB, 0ðr2Þgð0ÞAAðjr1 % r2jÞ
¼ 3#2ANB
' Z
dr1½wAB, 0ðr1Þ(2
Z
dr2wAB, 0ðr2Þ
þ
Z
dk
ð2pÞ3 ½w^AB, 0ðkÞ(
3h^ð0ÞAAðkÞ
(
: ðA11Þ
The fifth case has one pair of equal A-indices and one
pair of equal B-indices. There are 3/ 3 such groups of
terms, hence the factor 9 below:
ðvÞ : 9NAðNA % 1ÞNBðNB % 1Þ
h½wAB, 0ðjr1 % s1jÞ(2wAB, 0ðjr2 % s2jÞ
"
¼ 9#2A#2B
Z
dr1dr2ds1ds2½wAB, 0ðjr1 % s1jÞ(2
wAB, 0ðjr2 % s2jÞgð0ÞAAðjr1 % r2jÞgð0ÞBBðjs1 % s2jÞ: ðA12Þ
Case (vi) has one equal pair of A-indices, but no equal
B-indices and therefore needs to be multiplied by a
factor 3.
ðviÞ : 3NAðNA % 1ÞNBðNB % 1ÞðNB % 2Þ
hwAB, 0ðjr1 % s1jÞwAB, 0ðjr1 % s2jÞwAB, 0ðjr2 % s3jÞ
"
¼ 3#2A#3B
Z
dr1dr2ds1ds2ds3wAB, 0ðjr1 % s1jÞwAB, 0
ðjr1 % s2jÞwAB, 0ðjr2 % s3jÞ
/ gð0ÞAAðjr1 % r2jÞgð0ÞBBBðs1, s2, s3Þ: ðA13Þ
Case (vii) is just case (iii) with A and B interchanged:
ðviiÞ : NAðNA % 1ÞðNA % 2ÞNB
!
wAB, 0ðjr1 % s1jÞwAB, 0
ðjr2 % s1jÞwAB, 0ðjr3 % s1jÞ
"
¼ #3ANB
Z
dr1dr2dr3wAB, 0ðr1ÞwAB, 0 ðr2Þ
wAB, 0ðr3Þgð0ÞAAAðr1, r2, r3Þ: ðA14Þ
Case (viii) is just case (vi) with A and B interchanged:
ðviiiÞ : 3NAðNA % 1ÞðNA % 2ÞNBðNB % 1Þ
hwAB, 0ðjr1 % s1jÞwAB, 0ðjr2 % s1jÞwAB, 0ðjr3 % s2jÞ
"
¼ 3#3A#2B
Z
dr1dr2dr3ds1ds2wAB, 0ðjr1 % s1jÞ
wAB, 0ðjr2 % s1jÞwAB, 0ðjr3 % s2jÞ
/ gð0ÞAAAðr1, r2, r3Þgð0ÞBBðjs1 % s2jÞ: ðA15Þ
And finally, case (ix) has no equal A-indices and no
equal B-indices:
ðixÞ : NAðNA % 1ÞðNA % 2ÞNBðNB % 1ÞðNB % 2Þ
/ !wAB, 0ðjr1 % s1jÞwAB, 0ðjr2 % s2jÞwAB, 0ðjr3 % s3jÞ"
¼ #3A#3B
Z
dr1dr2dr3ds1ds2ds3wAB, 0ðjr1 % s1jÞ
wAB, 0ðjr2 % s2jÞwAB, 0ðjr3 % s3jÞ
/ gð0ÞAAAðr1, r2, r3Þgð0ÞBBBðs1, s2, s3Þ: ðA16Þ
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